On the debates of Working Group 3 Professional Regulations and Codes (Gerry Wait)

Sarah Howard @SusHeritage

@lornarichardson indeed & pointed them towards (hopefully) actions from @GerryWait’s #wg3 #nearching & forthcoming @archaeologyEAA session

#Nearching #WG3: Professional Regulations and Codes. Gerry Wait is presenting his 6+6 @GerryWait pic.twitter.com/tqkWuE1G7W

CARGA @ARQUEOCARGA · 7 DAYS AGO
Many issues arising already for #Nearching #WG1 #WG2 #WG3 #WG4 & #WG5
pic.twitter.com/pNOtGPaPS
The quality of the work we undertake is linked to employment conditions for archaeologists. The agreements / contracts by which archaeological works are undertaken give us the place to require quality work, and require the archaeological organisations to provide appropriate pay and conditions to employees.
This is also a result of @FrankSiegmund's visualization with the pads of Post-Its. #WG3 #Nearching pic.twitter.com/bqEv7Qp1Tg
NEARCHing Factory

@nearching

#Nearching #WG3 complications in the idea of archaeology as for the 'public' benefit - there are many different publics and interests

7 DAYS AGO
The preamble of #WG3’s results was “the elephant in the room”, says @GerryWait. #Nearching pic.twitter.com/tdBtui3Ww2

NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching #WG3 A key function of professional associations is quality control therefore we need to incorporate it

NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching #WG3 accountability is essential in a professional association
#Nearching #WG3 archaeologists should take control over their own fate.

@GerryWait with #Nearching #WG3 pic.twitter.com/lie3eqfnbe
Already working on the outcome of #WG3 with @scherzler, @FrankSiegmund, and @GerryWait. #Nearching pic.twitter.com/CTnmyw8PQA

Next to the bottles @FrankSiegmund's pad of paper that served as a visualization of important contracts. #correlation :-) #WG3 #Nearching twitter.com/ArqCanosa/stat...
Debating can be exhausting... 8 people and 19 bottles of water #Nearching #WG3 pic.twitter.com/axVcxW23mp

Frank Siegmund @FrankSiegmund

Things in Sweden, France, Germany and even Turkey aren't as different as thought on first glance. #WG3 #Nearching twitter.com/DGUF1969/statu...

NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching #WG3 is over with the goals met! Time for lunch here :)

Sarah Howard @SusHeritage

Peer-review & peer-pressure to do good archaeology across all sectors is key. #wg3 #nearching shared responsibility #asped2017
Goal should be better conditions for archaeologists which will lead to better archaeology - we have point no.5! #wg3 #nearching

Great discussion at #WG3, here @FrankSiegmund and @KSRInrap on customers, cars and archaeology. #Nearching. pic.twitter.com/HHSzmqdVhc
Metaphors to explain the different stakeholders #Nearching #WG3 pic.twitter.com/vtO2AwPrWS

@NEARCHING FACTORY - 8 DAYS AGO

Narrowing it down in #wg3 in #Nearching

@ArkeologernaBM - 8 DAYS AGO

We are not going to leave this room without six ideas for six slides. #WG3 #Nearching #slavery :-)

@DGUF1969 - 8 DAYS AGO

Das passt recht genau zum Diskussionsthema #WG3, das wir im Moment bei #Nearching haben. Leider arg kurzfristige Sache, @VHDtweets twitter.com/VHDtweets/stat...
NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching #WG3 on money too... How much does archaeology cost to be well done? Need for regulation?
8 DAYS AGO

DGUF @DGUF1969

@FrankSiegmund on different roles: "We are building up a soccer team. Not all players on the field do the same thing." #WG3 #Nearching #EAA
8 DAYS AGO

NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching #WG3 advancing with the definition of the role of professional associations in the development of common policies
8 DAYS AGO

DGUF @DGUF1969

@FrankSiegmund: Are professional organizations as free to act in the political sphere as NGOs are? #WG3 #Nearching
8 DAYS AGO

DGUF @DGUF1969

Unterschied: Repariertes Auto ist das Ziel des Kunden, hier aber interessiert er sich für leere Fläche, nicht für Archäologie. #WG3 #Nearching
8 DAYS AGO

DGUF @DGUF1969

Das könnten Klienten/Verursacher auch von Grabungsfirma wollen: gute Arbeit ohne Probleme. Bevorzugung von Zertifikat. 2/2 #WG3 #Nearching
8 DAYS AGO
@KSRInrap: Half of the archaeologists live on the edge of poverty. This cannot be accepted. - We agree #WG3 #Nearching #precatiar #Prekariat

@JaimeAlmansa: In Spain there was opportunity to join regulations, but organizations didn’t want to invest on that. #WG3 #Nearching pic.twitter.com/KnHprvEXL3

Having a consistent guide of guidance would be important. In Germany between states, but also internationally. #WG3 #Nearching
@InstituteArch cannot act concerning companies/institutions that are not CIfA members. #WG3 #Nearching

Interesting debate on what we understand about a professional association and the role of its members on #WG3 #Nearching

Each of those ~ 25/yr inspections by @InstituteArch can look on several excavations. CIfA can be involved in any conflict. #WG3 #Nearching
#Nearching #WG3 with an open debate now pic.twitter.com/E1njnwdhLT

Also in the UK there are institutions that claim to be professional associations but in fact are not. #WG3 #Nearching

The British @InstituteArch formally meets with trade unions several times per year. #WG3 #Nearching
Discussion: How to deal with institutions that claim to be profess. organizations but in fact don't fulfill such criteria? #WG3 #Nearching

Eine gute Frage, a good question! #WG3 #Nearching twitter.com/ArkeologernaBM...

In Germany state archaeology sets the rules. But they don't have any reg. salary & working conditions. But this is necessary! #WG3 #Nearching

And what is "bad archaeology"? Poor quality of the archaeology, or poor working conditions? Probably interlinked. #Nearching #WG3
Discussing professional regulations and codes in #archaeology, w @GerryWait and @JaimeAlmansa. #WG3 #Nearching pic.twitter.com/cwvLDmj2Bm

DGUF @DGUF1969 · 8 DAYS AGO

Arkeologerna BM
@ArkeologernaBM

Real interesting on various national conditions for and needs (or no) for code of conduct & peer review strategies #Nearching #WG3

8 DAYS AGO

DGUF
@DGUF1969

@GerryWait: 'Creating good standards for #archaeology' and 'ensuring good payment' is related, but it is not the same. #WG3 #Nearching

8 DAYS AGO
@DGUF1969

@FrankSiegmund: We have to consider the advantages of people who start a professional organization? Why should they do it? #WG3 #Nearching

8 DAYS AGO

@DGUF1969

Would an international standard be stronger than different ones for each country? #WG3 #Nearching

8 DAYS AGO

@nearching

NEARCHing Factory

Live from #Nearching #WG3 periscope.tv/w/a176OjFZEVK...

8 DAYS AGO

@DGUF1969

@FrankSiegmund: "In Germany #archaeology works w top-down rules. It is a revolution if archaeologists say: we set the rules" #WG3 #Nearching

8 DAYS AGO

@DGUF1969

The @InstituteArch has a validation process for new members: 1. Application form 2. Present a portfolio of one's work. #WG3 #Nearching

8 DAYS AGO

@DGUF1969

@FrankSiegmund: There are many organizations for #archaeology in Germany, depending on regional factors and/or disciplines. #WG3 #Nearching

8 DAYS AGO
"If you have ethics, you have to have codes and regulations as well. They are symbiotic."
@GerryWait at #WG3 #Nearching

Start of #WG3 ‘Professional Regulations and Codes’, managed by @GerryWait. #Nearching pic.twitter.com/djpQ4KK1gE
#Nearching #WG3 managed by @GerryWait about professional associations and codes starting now too! pic.twitter.com/cA3PDXkXiT

NEARCHING FACTORY @NEARCHING · 8 DAYS AGO

Time to start again with all the groups! Follow #Nearching + #WG1 #WG2 #WG3 #WG4 #WG5 #WG6 #WG7 #WG8 #WG9 #WG10 #Innova #CYTED #Encontro

8 DAYS AGO

#Nearching @GerryWait a major issue for #WG3 is how to protect the profession in a time of extending and blurring it.

8 DAYS AGO
While people go out, some notes on #Nearching #WG1 #WG2 #WG3 #WG4
pic.twitter.com/bosUJPmdjc

NEARCHing Factory
@nearching

#Nearching #WG3 @GeryWait We will be discussing professionalism and related issues
9 DAYS AGO

NEARCHing Factory
@nearching

#Nearching #WG3 @GeryWait Everything that we do is for the public benefit one way or another
9 DAYS AGO
#Nearching #WG3 with @GerryWait pic.twitter.com/VTzwrhsAuM

NEARCHING FACTORY @NEARCHING - 9 DAYS AGO

NEARCHing Factory
@nearching

Tuesday... #Nearching #WG1 #WG2 #WG3 #WG4 #WG5 #Innova + #CYTED (morning) & #WG6 #WG7 #WG8 #WG9 #WG10 & #Encontro (afternoon) ... really :)
Meet the Managers! #Nearching #WG3 @GerryWait facebook.com/NearchingFacto...
pic.twitter.com/GJVUihMFi

Sarah Howard
@SusHeritage

I'm sure we will touch upon this in @GerryWait #wg3 & #wg8 @nearching #asped2017 policy recycling 1/2 twitter.com/james__dixon/s...